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11Abstract
12Data visualization technologies are powerful tools for telling evidence-based
13narratives about oneself and the world. This paper contributes to the literature
14on data science education by examining the sociotechnical practices of data
15wrangling—strategies for selecting and managing large, aggregated datasets to
16produce a model and story. We examined the learning opportunities related to
17data wrangling practices by investigating youth’s talk-in-interaction while assem-
18bling models and stories about family migration using interactive data visualiza-
19tion tools and large socioeconomic datasets. We first identified ten sociotechnical
20practices that characterize youth’s interaction with tools and collaboration in data
21wrangling. We then suggest four categories of activities to describe patterns of
22learning related to the practices, including addressing missing data, understanding
23data aggregation, exploring social or historical events that constitute the formation
24of data patterns, and varying data visual encoding for storytelling. These practices
25and activities are important to understand for supporting future data science
26education opportunities that facilitate learning and discussion about scientific
27and socioeconomic issues. This study also sheds light on how the family migra-
28tion modeling context positions the youth as having agency and authority over
29the data and contributes to the design of CSCL environments that tackle the
30challenges of data wrangling.
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34Introduction

35As the interdisciplinary field of data science has grown, large-scale datasets and
36interactive data visualization tools have become increasingly open and accessible,
37creating opportunities for learning. Likewise, data science education is a growing
38new area of CSCL, in which youth interact with others, digital technologies, and
39complex datasets to support inquiry in multiple disciplines, such as science, mathe-
40matics, and social studies (Lee and Wilkerson 2018). Data science tools provide novel
41ways of exploring traditional disciplinary content and developing statistical and data
42literacy across formal and informal settings. While education research has focused on
43facilitating the learning of statistical reasoning (e.g., Aridor and Ben-Zvi 2018;
44Hancock et al. 1992; Konold et al. 2015; Moore 1990), inference (e.g., Makar
45et al. 2011; Makar and Rubin 2018), and modeling (Lehrer and English 2018), more
46research is needed to understand how to support the development of skilled, data-
47savvy citizens to ethically tackle society’s biggest problems with larger, more complex
48datasets and interactive technologies (Venturini et al. 2015; Boyd and Crawford
492012).
50The new energy around data science education reflects a datafication process in society in
51which data increasingly influences individual and public decision-making and interactions
52across all sectors of life (Pangrazio and Sefton-Green 2020). This includes the growing role of
53data and data visualization tools in the public news media to present arguments or stories about
54important scientific and social issues (e.g., https://www.nytimes.com/section/upshot). Data and
55data visualization tools are especially powerful for enriching narratives about the social and
56scientific world (Segel and Heer 2010) and providing evidence to challenge or confront
57misinformation (Dalton et al. 2016). While modeling and storytelling with data is, and
58arguably has been for some time, a key professional activity for STEM professionals
59(Kosara and Mackinlay 2013), assembling models and narratives is now also a means for
60participating in civic discourse for all individuals (Philip et al. 2013). The field also calls for
61innovative ways of understanding storytelling, such as viewing storytelling as practices of
62social data scientists who wrangled data and created models to explain social changes (Engel
632017). The role of data and visualizations in public conversations can be attributed to these
64technologies’ capacities to support critical inquiry.
65How exactly these tools can be used to support critical inquiry into social and scientific
66issues, particularly among youth, is still under study. One key finding around learning from the
67data science education literature thus far is that collaborative interactions around data and
68visualizations provide students with opportunities to negotiate meaning making of data. In one
69study, Wilkerson and Laina (2018) found that students shared their own experiences in places
70when they are reasoning about geo-referenced data and context in small groups. Participants in
71this study brought their experiences into the negotiation of issues in sampling and
72trustworthiness of data. The authors called for more work in exploring how instructors could
73serve as facilitators to identify and take advantage of the learning opportunities emerging from
74the process of storytelling with data. In another example, Radinsky et al. (2019) designed
75small-group activities to help students learn historical reasoning with data visualization tools.
76They showed that students co-constructed the meaning of data visualizations and argued that
77co-construction might contribute to in-depth learning of complex visual data and historical
78reasoning beyond data. These studies emphasized the need of understanding the process of
79meaning-making when students interact with others.
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80Opportunities for youth to engage in data science activities that support analyses of social
81and scientific issues from local and global perspectives are needed. However, few studies have
82closely investigated how youth engage with larger, multivariable data interfaces at the level of
83discursive and embodied interaction, and especially the role of instructors in these learning
84environments. In this paper, we examine the complex, sociotechnical practices of data
85wrangling (introduced in Kahn 2020; Jiang and Kahn 2019), the strategies for selecting and
86managing datasets, for youth assembling models and stories about family migration with
87public data using interactive visualization tools. We consider data wrangling as necessary for
88storytelling and modeling with data. An examination of the interactions among youth mod-
89elers, instructors, and data visualization tools is needed for understanding learning and
90engagement in data wrangling.
91This paper presents a detailed, descriptive analysis of middle and high school youth
92engaging in storytelling activity with multivariable data visualization tools and large-scale
93datasets in a summer program at an urban public library. We examine their data wrangling
94work in a unique and meaningful context: Youth explored their personal family geobiography
95(Kahn 2020), or family migration history, in relation to socioeconomic data trends indicating
96the push and pull factors of migration. Our analysis of youth’s data wrangling interactions
97addresses the following research questions:

981. What are the practices that describe participants’ data wrangling interactions with data
99visualization tools?
1002. How can collaborative interactions support learning for youth engaging in data wrangling
101practices?

102Theoretical framework

103This study follows an interactionist perspective (Greeno 1994) that views learning as occurring
104through participation situated in activity (Bandura 1986; Greeno and Engeström 2014; Lave
105and Wenger 1991). This perspective treats learning as a process comprised of both changes in
106action and knowledge development (Lave 1996). For our analysis of data wrangling, the
107theory of situated learning provides a framework for understanding how youth engage with
108datasets and data visualization technologies as well as with their peers within the social context
109of our instructional design. Likewise, we focused on participant interaction, including talk,
110gesture, and tool use, to understand participant knowledge development in data wrangling
111activities.
112The theory of situated learning described is also a “practice-based theory of knowledge and
113action” (Goodwin 1994) in which learning is “a process of changing understanding in
114practice” (Lave 1996, p. 6). Practice theory traditionally has been used in social studies of
115science and technology in the description and analysis of multi-participant representational
116activity (e.g., Goldstein and Hall 2007; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Latour 1999; Noss and
117Hoyles 1996; Stevens and Hall 1998). Practice theory is also a good fit for the study of
118Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments, in which the goal is to
119understand how individuals, typically working together with digital interfaces, develop new
120understandings and knowledge over the course of their participation in the activity. Thus,
121practices involve engagement with people, tools, and content for the pursuit of knowledge
122development. In these practices, artifacts (in this study, family migration stories) are generated
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123and evaluated via distinctive ways of talking, acting, reading, and composing. Drawing on a
124practice theory perspective, we view data wrangling as a representational, sociotechnical
125(Tuominen et al. 2005) activity that involves coordination of bodies and tools (Hall and
126Nemirovsky 2012). Accordingly, we are interested in understanding the representational
127practices associated with wrangling large datasets that make data wrangling a rich space for
128CSCL.
129As in these studies of STEM representational practices, we find practice theory to
130be useful for understanding how data wrangling exemplifies the human effort and
131messiness that comprise scientific activity (Latour 1999). Our analysis of data wran-
132gling seeks to unpack the particular kinds of responses that participants engage in to
133manage uncertainty in scientific activity (Star 1985). This includes the negotiation,
134interpretation, and explanation of model assumptions (Goldstein and Hall 2007)
135among co-participants in data wrangling activity.
136Our study also builds on a collection of data science education studies that have found that
137interactive, multivariable data visualization tools support learning with data across a wide
138range of disciplines (i.e., STEM, social studies), primarily in secondary settings (Lee and
139Wilkerson 2018; Rubel et al. 2017). Collectively, these studies have directed the discussion of
140data visualization tools and datasets towards understanding how these technologies can enrich
141disciplinary learning and how youth learn to engage in data inquiry practices within
142disciplinary settings. For example, Radinsky et al. (2014) found that middle school and
143college social studies students were able to make observations, inferences, and explain data
144limitations as part of their inquiry project exploring national historical migration trends in the
145social studies classroom. Students used a version of Social Explorer, one of the georeferenced
146data tools used in this study. In another example, Krumhansl et al. (2013) found that working
147with complex, real scientific datasets was compelling for high school students’ scientific
148inquiry and learning despite challenges with navigating large oceanic databases and multiple
149data representational tools.
150This growing body of literature collectively calls for more opportunities for youth to
151develop critical data literacy by using visualization tools to ask/answer social and scientific
152questions (Engel 2017; Philip et al. 2016; Philip et al. 2013) and make inferences about data in
153personally and culturally meaningful ways (Börner 2019; Rubel et al. 2017; Wilkerson and
154Polman 2020). For example, Polman and Hope (2014) found that high school students’
155creation of scientific data infographics facilitated meaningful connections between their home
156or community experiences and their disciplinary learning. In another example, Rubel et al.
157(2017), in their study of urban youth exploring alternative financial institutions in their
158communities, found that digital GIS maps facilitated opportunities to critically reason about
159the relationship between variables affecting spatial justice. Furthermore, Radinsky (2020)
160illustrated diverse patterns of narrating data when students presented migration trends and
161demonstrated that students learned to reason about historical events and social justice. We
162extend this research by investigating the kind of personal learning prompted by our instruc-
163tional design, the exploration of the family geobiography in relation to broader socioeconomic
164data trends. Our study situated data modeling and storytelling activities in a personally
165meaningful context and elicited complex thinking about the relationships between individual
166experiences and society-level issues and trends. Additionally, in line with the study design, we
167viewed learners’ identities and histories to be central in the study of learning processes and
168considered present, past, and future relations among social actors and data technologies in our
169analysis of learning.

Jiang S., Kahn J.
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170With the expansion of data visualization technologies, data science education research has
171focused increasing attention to understanding possibilities for collaboration and multiparty
172interactions in data science activity, such as between students and peers, instructors, and family
173members. For instance, Ingulfsen et al. (2018) argued that it was a challenge for teachers to
174facilitate productive collaborative reasoning about data. In another study, Lee and Dubovi
175(2020) found that teachers and parents could serve as external resources to help students with
176Type 1 diabetes make their own healthcare decisions based on diabetes-related data. Roberts
177and Lyons (2017) developed a coding framework to characterize learning in conversations
178among museum goers using interactive data visualizations in an exhibit. A focus of the current
179study is the microanalysis of students’ interactions with both data visualization technologies
180and others, which will contribute to the design of effective peer and teacher support in data
181wrangling.
182Moreover, the current analysis seeks to deepen the field’s knowledge of learners’ under-
183standing of “the relationship between data, context, and uncertainty” (Wilkerson and Laina
1842018, p. 1224). To do this, we examine the complex, interdisciplinary practices involved in
185working with multivariable data visualization tools and unrestricted databases, where there are
186hundreds of datasets and variables to choose from. Our analysis contributes to the design of
187CSCL environments that tackle the challenges of data wrangling, including how to support
188students in addressing missing data (similar to what Radinsky et al. 2014 called data
189limitations), understanding data aggregation and related statistical concepts and measures (a
190struggle for students in Rubel et al. 2016), learning about historical events and context behind
191trends (Boyd and Crawford 2012), and visually encoding data to tell a compelling story (Cairo
1922019).

193Methods

194Context and participants

195We report on a single iteration of a design-based research program (Cobb et al. 2003)
196that explored how young adults learn to tell stories and build models about social and
197scientific issues with aggregated data. Previous iterations found that making personal
198connections to large-scale phenomena represented by large, aggregated data could be
199productive for generating critical perspectives (Kahn and Hall 2016). In turn, this
200design iteration sought to explore the benefit of embedding storytelling and modeling
201with data in a personal context and to better understand the role of complex data
202interfaces in relating personal experiences to the larger phenomena being represented
203by the data. Family migration was chosen as a topic because the sharing of family
204histories benefits youth development (Fivush et al. 2011), and migration continues to
205be a pressing issue globally, nationally, and across communities. We hoped that this
206study would offer insight into how to facilitate learning and productive dialogue
207around such a timely matter.
208In the study, middle and high school youth (N = 17; self-identified as 6 male; 11
209female; 13 African-American; 3 White; 1 Asian; Mean hours of attendance = 13;
210sample included 6 sibling pairs) created what we called family data storylines to
211explore reasons for personal family mobility as well as national and global migration
212in a free summer workshop at a city public library. The library staff recruited youth
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213through personal connections, community partners, and public listservs. Participants
214were between ages 10–16, mostly identifying as multigenerational African-American.
215The decision to design for learning with data visualizations at the local public library was
216intentional. For many youth, libraries have become central nodes in their interest-driven
217learning ecologies (Barron 2006; Barron et al. 2014). The city library had been a longstanding
218partner of the research team. Also, the library held archival materials important to the research
219design, including an oral history collection from immigrant residents, which is publicly
220available in the Library of Congress through the national organization, StoryCorps®, and
221was one of the inspirations for the study. As part of the project, youth contributed oral histories
222to the city’s archives.
223The rationale for the project was to understand how youth engage with data visualization
224technologies in our designed media learning environment. The primary learning goal for the
225instructional design was for youth to learn how to tell stories with data that connected personal
226(my family) and aggregate (families like mine) experiences. As part of this activity, we hoped
227that youth would learn to manipulate and interpret geospatial datasets in order to build data
228visualizations that could be aligned with their stories and would learn something new about
229their family or community histories.
230Youth represented family decision-making and social conditions with online model-
231ing and mapping tools and related the lives of their family members and ancestors to
232their own experiences and futures. The three weekly workshop sessions (2 days per
233week, 5 h per day) culminated in a public community exhibit of youth’s family data
234storylines. The research and instructional team, who facilitated the program imple-
235mentation, was comprised of a graduate researcher, a senior university faculty mem-
236ber, two graduate research assistants who were both Masters students in education,
237and four library staff.
238Assembling family data storylines involved the following tasks: First, participants
239chose a side of the family to focus on. Second, participants chose one of two
240interactive web-based data tools accessed via their laptop’s Internet browser: Social
241Explorer (figures in Excerpts 3 and 5) or Gapminder (figures in Excerpts 1, 2, and 4).
242Both tools were selected because they afford (Gibson 1986) interactivity, as opposed
243to static data displays, and provide access to a wide range (hundreds) of social and
244scientific datasets. Social Explorer is a historical thematic mapping tool that uses US
245demographic data. It accesses hundreds of variables from Census and other demo-
246graphic datasets that go as far back as 1790. Data can be encoded as multiple
247visualization types—as dots, with colorful shading, with bubble size—and at national,
248regional, and local scales. In Social Explorer, users can also create different side-by-
249side temporal and spatial comparisons. Gapminder is a multivariable data tool for
250graphing public global socioeconomic data. It has five possible quantities or variables
251that can be selected. Y-axis, x-axis, color, and bubble size each have over 500 health
252and wealth indicators or measures to choose from. Timescales of datasets vary: Some
253start as early as 1800, and others only have one year of available data. In Gapminder,
254users can also alternate between logarithmic and linear scales, and select particular
255country bubbles to leave data trails over time.
256Participants selected variables from each tool’s available datasets, like education level or
257household income in the US Census. Participants captured screenshots of models or maps and
258inserted them into a Microsoft PowerPoint, accompanied by slides or texts that explained data
259selections and what participants learned from the data.

Jiang S., Kahn J.
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260Data collection and analysis

261We video and audio recorded all activities and recorded participants’ work on laptop com-
262puters with screen capture software. Our qualitative analysis took an interactionist approach
263(Greeno 1994; Azevedo and Mann 2018) towards engagements between individual agents and
264the learning environment. This approach, with a focus on both bodily interactions with the
265physical environment and tools as well as conceptual practices and perceptions of participants,
266supports the study of enactive and multimodal, embodied learning.
267We used interaction analysis methods (Jordan and Henderson 1995) to understand partic-
268ipants’ data wrangling strategies. In particular, we paid close attention to multimodal talk-in-
269interaction, that is, the sequence of turns of talk (Schegloff 1997), tool use, gesture, and body
270movement that was publicly visible in the video record. The interaction analysis helped to
271clarify the contexts in which students made sense of data and to show data wrangling practices
272related to student learning in their talk-in-interaction. To address the first research question
273about data wrangling practices, we primarily focused on participants’ interactions with tools.
274For our second research question, our interaction analyses focused on episodes that revealed
275collaboration among participants and/or instructors as well as learning opportunities around
276critical inquiry with the data.
277Specifically, we content logged 90 h of video and developed analytic memos
278around what appeared to be—through continuous or constant comparisons (Glaser
2791965) of individual participants—conceptual and technical practices to describe par-
280ticipants’ data wrangling. We considered discourse, gesture, and tool use together in
281order to understand participants’ practices. As an example, in the practice of pursuing
282data surprises (described in the findings section), one participant was talking with
283emphasis (“NO”) while watching a Gapminder animation in which the life expectancy
284for nations dropped dramatically. The comparison of participants also focused on
285critical reflections on the data (i.e., data quality, data stakeholders), social history,
286and family migration. We reviewed and compared participant records until no new
287data wrangling practices emerge (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
288After identifying data wrangling practices (RQ1), we flagged episodes of data wrangling
289within the analytics memos for microanalysis using interaction analysis methods. In order to
290better understand the role of collaborators in data wrangling, we specifically looked for
291episodes in which participants not only engaged in data wrangling practices but also interacted
292with others, including peers, instructors, and family members. We had weekly meetings to
293discuss these episodes to understand youth learning around the capacities of data tools or
294meaning of the data, including broader social events, personal histories, or the connections
295between them. We then sought to describe students’ activities in these data wrangling
296episodes. The categories of activities were generated through iterative analysis (Strauss and
297Corbin 1998) of the analytics memos. We reviewed the memos and discussed common
298learning opportunities and challenges in these activities. We also challenged each other’s
299perspectives on findings and interpretations throughout the analysis. In the presentation of
300categories of activities, we selected excerpts to show the common patterns of data wrangling
301and to highlight voices from a range of participants. We often recreated maps or models in
302Gapminder or Social Explorer to better understand participant data explorations as well.
303We recognize that learning also came in moments when youth were working individually;
304however, we are interested in youth interaction with others in order to inform our understand-
305ing of this instructional activity as a CSCL design.
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306Findings

307In the following, we present the data wrangling practices that describe youth’s
308interaction with data visualization technologies and others and highlight data wran-
309gling activities that involved collaborative learning about themselves, their families,
310data, and society.

311RQ1: What are the practices that describe participants’ data wrangling interactions with
312data visualization tools and others?

313We identified ten sociotechnical practices of data wrangling for youth: 1) filtering
314data; 2) selecting indicators; 3) data visual encoding; 4) interpreting data points; 5)
315identifying data patterns; 6) pursuing data surprises; 7) reasoning about data relation-
316ships; 8) countering data; 9) approximating data; and 10) making data predictions.
317These practices tended to be in the service of building comparisons to tell a story
318about both family history and broader socioeconomic trends (e.g., a comparison of
319origin place A to destination B that shows better economic conditions in B). While
320the practices occurred at any time in data wrangling, they contributed differently to
321storytelling with data. For instance, data visual encoding could happen at the begin-
322ning of the workshop when participants tried to understand how data was encoded
323and could also happen at the end of the workshop when they leveraged encoding
324options for presenting salient differences between original place A and destination B.
325Below, we introduce and define each practice and provide several brief illustrations.
326In filtering data, participants either selected a country bubble and all others faded
327in Gapminder, or located specific locations in a map in Social Explorer using the
328zoom feature (Fig. 1). This practice entails highlighting specific data points or
329locations through a change of data visualization without changing the dataset being
330used to build data visualization. Making such selections was challenging in an open
331data interface. Personal connections tended to drive participant selections from the
332beginning, such as when youth selected a country in which their family members
333lived or zoomed into their own neighborhoods on a map. These personal selections
334helped participants become familiar with the data interface.

Fig. 1 A participant is viewing the violent crime rate of her neighborhood in Social Explorer

Jiang S., Kahn J.
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335Selecting indicators or variables involves participants’ changing indicators by
336following specific constraints. This practice changed the dataset in use to build the
337data visualization. While the constraints guiding indicator selections varied among
338participants, the most common constraints included a) finding a dataset based on a
339predeveloped storyline, such as one participant’s selection of Mean Years in School
340for Men 25 Years and Older in Gapminder to explore whether her father moved to
341the U.S for better educational opportunities; b) following a scale, such as one
342participant’s successive selections of Household Income Less Than $10,000, Less
343Than $50,000, and Less Than $200,000 in Social Explorer; and c) identifying oneself
344or people that participants were familiar with in the data, such as one participant
345(13 years old, female) selecting Female Population Aged 10–14 Years in Gapminder.
346Students would select and explore indicators representing themselves when developing
347the narrative. This is consistent with Radinsky (2020)‘s finding that participants
348tended to narrate themselves into data-represented worlds.
349Data visual encoding is the practice of interpreting or understanding the relation-
350ship between two representations in which data was mapped into visual structures
351(e.g., color legends). For instance, in a choropleth map, areas are shaded in proportion
352to the measurement of variables (e.g., dark colors represent higher population density
353while light colors represent lower population density). Data visual encoding usually
354occurred when participants were trying to understand how the data was encoded in
355different visual representations, such as when one participant said, “Sure are a lot of
356crime rates” after hovering her mouse over a dark red area in Social Explorer, or
357when participants changed the details of visual encoding to leverage the data visual-
358ization for storytelling purposes. For example, in order to support the claim of moving
359due to safety concerns, one participant changed visual encoding from “one dot
360represents the value of 10,000” to “one dot represents the value of 5,000” in Social
361Explorer to make the differences in the number of crimes between two states more
362visible. As another example, guided by a researcher–instructor, one participant
363changed the x- and y-axis scales from linear to logarithmic in Gapminder to explore
364potentials of each visualization in explaining the family story. Although the partici-
365pant did not understand the statistical concept of transforming linear to logarithmic
366scale, she was aware of the change in visualization. Furthermore, as reflected in these
367examples, a persistent challenge across interfaces for youth was differentiating be-
368tween data encoding for rates or percentages and counts.
369Interpreting data points refers to the practice of interpreting a single data point at
370one time. This practice was marked by highlighting with the cursor tooltip or
371selecting (filtering) a particular bubble in Gapminder or discrete geographic area in
372Social Explorer and by providing verbal explanations of the meaning of the numbers
373in the tooltip in discourse, as illustrated below by Francine1 (Excerpt 1). She shared
374her understanding of the model to her tablemate by focusing on a specific data point.
375Francine was looking at a Gapminder model of life expectancy (y-axis) and income
376(x-axis) in 2015 for all nations (this is the default model that is generated when one
377opens Gapminder).

1 All participant names are pseudonyms.
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378Excerpt 12

379380Identifying data patterns represents the practice of describing a data trend, such as
381the trend of a variable for a single geographic area (i.e., census tract, county, state,
382nation) over time (e.g., 1920–1970) or the trend of a variable for multiple areas at
383one point in time (e.g., a regional trend in the year 2000). For instance, in the excerpt
384below (Excerpt 2), participant Sage, whose mother came from Thailand and father
385was born in the US, described a data pattern for life expectancy while watching an
386animation in Gapminder in which she compared the two countries from 1800 to 2015
387on life expectancy (y-axis) and income (x-axis).
388Excerpt 2

389390Pursuing data surprises involves participants’ actively looking for or noticing
391outlier data, typically represented by a divergent bubble trail in Gapminder or a very
392light or dark region in Social Explorer. For instance, after noticing the drop in Turn 2
393of Excerpt 2, Sage went to search online for possible reasons for a dramatic decrease
394in life expectancy in Thailand in 1919 (was the 1918 influenza pandemic). This
395example indicates the close relationship between the practices of identifying data
396patterns and pursuing data surprises.

2 Transcript conventions: CAPITALS indicate emphasis; (Observer notes) indicate significant gesture;? indicates
rising intonation;! indicates exclamations; [indicates overlapping talk;, or. indicates pauses less than a half-second
… indicates pauses longer than a half-second

Jiang S., Kahn J.
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397Reasoning about data relationships refers to when participants described relation-
398ships between two or more indicators or covariation to explain family migration. In
399most cases, participants had difficulties relating two variables and tended to examine
400indicators (e.g., household income, educational attainment) independently.
401Countering data involves sharing a personal experience or account that did not
402align with the data. For example, participant Naimah assembled a Social Explorer
403comparison showing an increase in the Black population in the North and a decrease
404in Black population in the South between 1920 and 1970. In her explanation of her
405comparison, Naimah noted that Social Explorer did not include how “moving from
406South Carolina affected [her] family’s connections, and how it was a milestone in
407[her] history.” We view this kind of critique as a challenge to what the Census takers
408deem as important for understanding social history. This practice shows that partici-
409pants had agency and authority in questioning data, which challenges the contention
410that personal experience serves to confirm data for youth (Enyedy and Mukhopadhyay
4112007).
412Approximating data describes when participants made selections that were approx-
413imations for the data they were looking for when there was no data for the exact
414year, category, indicator, country or place that they desired. For example, for Naimah,
415survey years 1920 and 1970 roughly corresponded with the birth of her paternal great-
416grandparents in South Carolina and their decision to leave (1920) and her grandpar-
417ents’ return to the South (Alabama) from Illinois (1970). These approximations could
418be understood as emergent fixes to manage local uncertainty (Star 1985) in data
419wrangling.
420Making data predictions represents the practice of explaining a prediction about
421data trends prior to engaging with the interface. Making data predictions was followed
422by performing corresponding changes in data interfaces to examine the actual data
423trend and reconcile conflicts between predicted and actual data trends. For instance,
424Skylar proposed that three data indicators (education, housing, and population) could
425have explained why her grandmother never moved. In her conversation with Ines
426(researcher–instructor), she then considered why her choices might not be good ones
427for demonstrating positive change over time in Canton, MS in her story, “...as it
428[education] might stay the same as the schools are the same. The houses might be
429old, but still the same. The population might be less. I know people have left
430Canton.” Skylar’s comments indicate that she was making temporal comparisons.
431After making these three data predictions, she selected the three indicators subse-
432quently to get the actual result in Social Explorer. We only observed this practice in
433Skylar’s data wrangling.
434While the frequency of these practices depended on our instructional design and
435instructors’ scaffolding, we believe that they are not unique to our learning contexts.
436For instance, the practice of data visual encoding occurs when students interpret the
437relationship between two representations in any type of data visualization. We also
438believe that we can target specific practices and investigate ways to support these
439practices that work across learning contexts and data interfaces. For instance, reason-
440ing about data relationships was not a common practice as participants tended to
441interpret indicators separately. We could support this practice by presenting closely-
442related indicators (e.g., household income and unemployment) and prompt students to
443interpret the relationship.
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444Furthermore, while we describe the above data wrangling practices distinctly,
445typically, one data wrangling practice went hand-in-hand with others, such as
446interpreting the meaning of a dark red county in Social Explorer involved both the
447practices of data visual encoding and interpreting data points. These practices indi-
448vidually might not signal a rich moment for learning, but youth engaged in multiple
449practices in any given data wrangling interaction in order to solve data wrangling
450challenges or to investigate parts of their stories or discoveries in the data in the
451assembly of their family data storylines. Enacting multiple practices likewise appears
452to be central for youth learning in data wrangling. This will be demonstrated in our
453data wrangling illustrations subsequently.

454RQ2: How can collaborative interactions support learning for youth engaging in data
455wrangling practices?

456From our interaction analysis, two general thematic categories of activities in which
457youth engaged in data wrangling practices with others emerged: 1) reasoning about
458missing data and 2) reasoning about aggregated data trends. We further refined these
459categories to four salient subcategories of activities—one around missing data and
460three around aggregated data. Across data wrangling interactions, participants 1)
461constructed solutions to handle missing data, a common source of trouble for youth
462with both data tools; 2) connected personal and local experiences to aggregated data;
4633) explored data surprises through the investigation of social and historical events;
464and 4) varied visual encoding to leverage visualizations for storytelling. In these
465activities, we found that members of the research team in particular, who facilitated
466the instructional activities, played important roles as guides and co-inquirers with
467youth. The support from instructors moved participants through and beyond the data
468wrangling challenges. We illustrate these findings with excerpts from youth’s data
469wrangling interactions with peers and instructors that show how youth learned about
470the capacities of the data tools or the meaning of the aggregated social data in telling
471stories about family migration.

472Constructing solutions for missing data

473Missing data was a local contingency that sometimes required a complex response.
474Participants typically approached the issue of missing data as a problem and conse-
475quently solicited researchers–instructors for help; researchers–instructors would then
476sit down with participants and co-investigate a solution. The following episode
477captures a moment of addressing missing data through co-investigation with a
478research–instructor on Carter’s third day of the workshop. Carter started by exploring
479the story of her maternal grandparents’ migrations from Mississippi to Illinois for
480better economic opportunities. She then examined her parent’s migrations from Illinois
481to Tennessee for college, which she compared to her own college aspirations. In the
482subsequent data wrangling episode (Excerpt 3), Carter was working to assemble
483comparisons of where her grandparents grew up in Mississippi, where her mom grew
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484up in Illinois, and where she grew up in Tennessee, but in 1960, the year approxi-
485mately when her grandparents moved north.
486In the process of determining an appropriate household income dataset from 1960
487for her comparison, Carter encountered missing data in Mississippi, which she con-
488fused for not having any households within the data criteria. She then wrestled with
489different income rates due to inflation over 50 years as well as different income
490breaks between Census survey years. Carter called on the graduate research assistant,
491Ines, for help, who also struggled to make sense of the data.
492Excerpt 3

493494In Turns 1 and 3, Carter selected household income and asked if $25,000 was
495considered a lot of money for household income in 1960. In particular, she pursued
496data surprises: There was no data or no population with a household income less than
497$25,000 in 1960 in the county of interest in Mississippi. Ines, in Turn 4, confused
498Carter’s inquiry about household income for the value of a home, and Carter’s repair
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499in Turn 7, “well a household,” did not clarify Ines’s misunderstanding.

500501In Turn 11, Carter recognized that the two sides of her comparison were showing data at
502different geographic scales (county vs. tract), and suspected that might be the source of the
503problem. Ines affirmed this, that she should be comparing data at the same grain size. Carter
504changed the scale on the right map to the census tract level, but her rectification did not solve
505her problems. The 1960 display still lacked data, so in Turn 14, Ines asked Carter to look for a
506different year.
507

50850914. Ines: Can you find a different year, like a year that this has like change data see if
510you can do like what happens if you click 1970 like what just (Carter goes back to
511Change Data on the left side, clicks on the survey year to 1970, looks at their data
512categories, clicks on income) what are you looking.
51351415. Carter: (unintelligible) The income like changed completely like I don't know see
515like it went from, is this is households? (scrolling through Income indicator options left
516side)
517

518In Turn 15, Carter found that the household income breaks in the 1970 Census survey were not
519familiar; they did not match the income breaks for 1960. There was no “Less Than $25,000”
520dataset in 1970. Then Carter approximated data (i.e., changing the survey year to be 1970) to
521address the issue of missing data for 1960.
522

52352416. Ines: No.
52552617. Carter: No, it's not. I don’t know, it like totally changed. What about this one?
527[YEAH (clicking on survey year 1980 left side)]
52852918. Ines: You're at income. There you're at households. So, you got to go to categories,
530housing, right? no? (Carter clicks on survey year 1960 Housing category left side.)
53153219. Carter: No cause like I was.
53353420. Ines: OHH that's per household.
53553621. Carter: Yeah.
53753822. Ines: Income at 25,000 dollars.
539
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54023. Carter: Hmm-hmm.
54154224. Ines: Got it.
543

544When Carter went back to the 1960 data categories, Ines realized Carter was not interested in
545home value data but household wealth. Ines’ confusion of household income and housing
546value was resolved at Turn 20.
547In this elaborated excerpt, Carter encountered multiple challenges of data wrangling,
548including whether light color indicates data are missing or a threshold (in this case, no
549household income) and how to manage different levels of spatial and social aggregation (data
550reported by county versus census tract). Carter was trying to understand wealth at the
551household level and confused sparse data for low household income, which led to further
552trouble when the research-instructor, Ines, misunderstood what Carter was trying to do until
553the end of the episode. Ines still offered helpful guidance by encouraging Carter to find
554comparable and nonsparse data.
555Ines and Carter’s collaborative process of addressing missing data highlighted that co-
556inquiry involved back and forth exchanges between the participant and the instructor as they
557engaged with the data tools. First, Carter noticed the data surprise—the missing data. Then
558both Carter and Ines shared their initial understandings of what the missing data indicated and
559reasoned about why it occurred. Afterward, Ines suggested possible ways to address it, which
560Carter implemented. This trial-and-error approach continued until Carter was satisfied with the
561solution. Although the multivariable data interface could lead to misunderstanding in inter-
562subjectivity (as shown in this case), these co-inquiry exchanges might help youth gain in-depth
563understandings of the meaning behind data.
564While missing data was common in data exploration, most of our participants, including
565Carter, successfully found and arranged data to make comparisons relevant for explaining why
566their family moved or stayed. When students could not initially find data to fit a story of
567meaning for them, they considered alternative stories and datasets. In Carter’s case, when she
568encountered spotty data again in the workshop—the missing data for certain locations—she
569was guided by a researcher-instructor to use a near-by county for her comparisons (a data
570approximation based on commensuration; Kahn 2020).

571Connecting personal and local experiences to aggregated data

572In their reasoning about aggregated social data, we found that youth were aware that individual
573differences were neglected in aggregated data patterns by linking personal stories with global
574trends. Specifically, participants noticed that the aggregated pattern conflicted with their family
575experiences. The conflict provided unique learning opportunities for participants to understand
576that individual differences were lost in aggregation, and stories told with the aggregated data
577could be problematic for explaining their or their family’s individual cases. Francine’s data
578wrangling highlights this finding and shows that interpreting data at both personal and
579aggregate scales could contribute to fruitful discussions about data aggregation (Excerpt 4).
580To explore whether her father moved from Sudan to the U.S for better education, she selected
581the model withMean School Years for Men 25 Years and Older (x-axis) and Population Aged
58220–39 Years Old (y-axis) in Gapminder. She engaged in the practice of filtering data, selecting
583both the US (where her dad moved to) and Sudan (where her dad moved from), while building
584the model as these two indicators aligned with her father’s experience.
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585Excerpt 4

586587In Turn 1, Francine explained her understanding of the visualization through the practice of
588interpreting data points. To address Sage’s question in Turn 2, Francine used the data
589representation as evidence to confirm that people had fewer educational opportunities in
590Sudan (Turn 3). Sage was surprised about the low number of average school years in Sudan
591when looking at the representation that Francine showed in Turn 4. Francine countered and
592challenged the data (countering data) with her personal story in Turn 5. Her dad’s experience
593was different from the average described in the data. In this excerpt, the data visualization
594served as a mediator that supported communicating information clearly and effectively
595between Sage and Francine.
596Similar to Francine’s efforts to counter the scenario in which aggregated data patterns did
597not align with personal experiences in her data wrangling, Skylar also countered the data trend
598with a personal story. In her family data storyline, Skylar wrote that while her grandma owned
599a house like those represented in the data map she created, many people in her grandmother’s
600neighborhood could not afford a home:
601

602603I’ve passed by her [grandma] neighborhood and saw a lot of people in one home or four
604children packed into one bedroom. My Grandma is lucky to have a home for her and her
605family just like 64% of people in Canton (text from Skylar’s family data storyline
606slides).
607

608As shown in Skylar’s textual narrative, Skylar summarized the aggregated data patterns in her
609model (i.e., only 64% of people owned a house) and compared it with her grandma’s case (i.e.,
610her grandma owned a house). Interpretations of data at different scales (i.e., comparing
611individual or familial cases to data aggregated at tract, county, state, or national levels)
612provided unique learning opportunities for students to learn and discuss data aggregation.

613Exploring data surprises through the investigation of historical events

614Pursuing data surprises drove youth’s exploration of social and historical events that could
615explain changes in data patterns or the formation of certain data patterns. For example, Sage set
616up a comparison between the US, where her dad is from, and Thailand, where her mom is
617from, looking at Life Expectancy on the y-axis and Income Per Person on the x-axis in
618Gapminder. While playing the animation over time, she noticed a dramatic decrease in life
619expectancy and investigated possible events that might explain the decrease (see Excerpt 2).
620She described the pattern accurately while watching the animation play from 1800 to 2015 (see
621Turns 1 to 3 in Excerpt 2). Below, in the continued excerpt, guided by the research assistant
622Ines, she considered historical events that might explain the trends.
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623Excerpt 2 Continued

6246254. Sage: (The animation ends at the year of 2015) WOW, the life expectancy in Thailand
626is 75 years old versus 80 in the United States. In 2015, Thailand is around 75 and US is
627around 80. I want to see this data. I wonder why it (referring to the dramatic decrease in
628life expectancy on the y-axis) happens like this. Maybe there was a WAR.
629

630In Turn 4, Sage interpreted Thailand and US data points for life expectancy in 2015. She
631expressed curiosity around an earlier drop in life expectancy in the animation. When Ines
632approached the table, Sage asked her about the surprise in the animation.
633

6346355. Sage: Was it around World War II?
6366376. Ines: You might want to Google events in the year when the dip appears.
638

639In Turn 5, Sage hypothesized that the dramatic decrease could be caused by World War II.
640Following Ines’ suggestion in Turn 6, Sage searched “Thailand war” and opened a Wikipedia
641page entitled “List of wars involving Thailand” and went back and forth between Wikipedia
642and Gapminder to highlight the country bubble at the year when the dip happened.

643644In Turn 7, Ines changed the direction of exploration from dip in Thailand to the US, when
645there were two “dips” in the visualization. In Turns 8–10, Sage and Ines found the year when
646the decrease of life expectancy occurred in the US. Then Sage Googled “United States war” to
647explore the cause of the “dip” in the US bubble trail and found out that it could have been
648caused by the American Civil War. This was followed by a conversation between Ines and
649Sage about the impact of the Civil War on the data. The collaborative inquiry of “dip” pattern
650continued with her exploration of life expectancy trends in Canada and many more countries.
651When encountering the same pattern, she would search for information online to look for
652events that could explain the dip and ask for clarification from peers, instructors, and parents.
653Sage’s data wrangling illustrates how the practice of pursuing data surprises helped partici-
654pants to move beyond describing data patterns. Participants consistently asked questions when
655encountering data surprises and engaged in investigating social and historical events (typically
656through their web browser, such as Google maps andWikipedia) that could explain changes in
657data, especially when there was guidance from an instructor.

658Varying visual encoding to leverage visualizations for storytelling

659Participants varied data visual encoding to highlight data patterns for storytelling, such as
660showing that a specific population historically faced socioeconomic hardship and presenting
661the level of safety in certain neighborhoods. Stephen, for example, had a very clear storyline:
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662His family moved from South Florida to Tennessee for safety concerns. Thus, he focused on
663choosing a visual representation to support that story.
664Stephen opened a map showing total violent and property crimes using bubble map as the
665visualization type and hovered his mouse over Florida. Then he zoomed into the map to
666closely look at the bubbles in South Florida and hovered “Palm Beach” (Fig. 2a). Subse-
667quently, he zoomed out the map and changed the visualization type to dot density map. In the
668dot density map, since there was only one tiny dot over Florida (Fig. 2b), he changed the
669visualization type back to a bubble map. Stephen changed the visual representation multiple
670times (i.e., dot density map, bubble map, and shaded area or choropleth map) in order to make
671a visualization that could illustrate the story that his family moved for safety concerns.
672In addition to changing the visual representation, he adjusted the scale legend to make the
673tiny dot in Fig. 2b more visible in South Florida. By default, the scale legend set one dot to
674represent a value of 25,000 total violent and property crimes. He changed the scale from 25,
675000 to 50, and the map showed smaller dots. Stephen spoke in a low voice to himself, “one dot
676represents the value of 50” and continued to try different configurations for the scale. He then
677shared his data wrangling challenge with the research assistant Ines when she came over to his
678table to check in (see Excerpt 5).
679Excerpt 5

680681From Turns 1 to 5, we can see that Stephen had a clear idea about what he intended to
682show, such as showing that it is not safe in Florida, where his family moved from. That could
683be the reason why he preferred bigger dots on the map in Turns 3 and 5. Confused by the
684representation of bubble maps, he misinterpreted that two states would be different when
685having different sizes of dots in a dot map. In fact, more dots represent more crimes in a dot
686map while larger bubbles represent more crimes in a bubble map. Still, his data wrangling

Fig. 2 a, b. This screenshot captured Stephen’s data wrangling. 2a is a bubble map with Stephen hovering a
county in South Florida while 2b is a dot map showing only one dot in South Florida. There are few dots in the
dot map because the scale legend is set to one dot representing 25,000 total violent and property crimes
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687showed the process of selecting a visualization that could clearly communicate the message of
688South Florida being a state with a larger number of violent crimes. In his interaction with Ines,
689he emphasized that his family moved to Tennessee for safety concerns and intended to show a
690salient difference between the two places. Ines, instead, drew his attention to understand the
691encoding of the data representation (Turn 4).
692Participants, including Stephen, intended to support their story with effective data visual
693encoding. They explored a multitude of encoding options and made decisions based on their
694narrative. Effective visual encoding could be a way to prepare youth to generate and evaluate
695data-based evidence and explanations for narratives. At the same time, interactions with
696instructors around data visual encoding appear to be important for students to better understand
697measures and tell stories with appropriate or fair data visualizations.
698These excerpts from youth’s data wrangling interactions show that participants often
699needed guidance to move beyond various challenges that emerged when engaging in data
700wrangling practices (approximating data, pursing data surprises, countering data, and data
701visual encoding). The data visualization tools afforded the identification of outliers, and youth
702were inclined to share their understanding of the outliers with others (e.g., missing data in
703Carter’s case and dip in Sage’s case). Peers, and especially instructors, led to in-depth meaning
704making of these outliers by offering strategies to address missing data and investigate historical
705or social events that contributed to data trends. While the visualization tools also afforded an
706examination of data aggregation by showing data trends at different scales and representations,
707instructional support is needed to guide youth to critically evaluate data visualizations when
708making encoding decisions for compelling storytelling.

709Discussion and implications

710Our study illustrates what data wrangling looks like in an informal learning setting. We
711described how students engaged in various data wrangling practices and collaborative inquiry
712in the process of assembling models and stories about family migration with interactive data
713visualization tools. In the following sections, we highlight how engaging in data wrangling
714practices provides opportunities and challenges for learning about the social meaning of data at
715both personal and broader scales. We focus on this aspect of learning in data wrangling
716because more research is needed to support individuals in developing an understanding of the
717relationship between data, including underlying model assumptions and uncertainty in
718datasets, and context (Wilkerson and Laina 2018). Based on our microanalysis of youth’s
719interactions with data tools and others, we offer suggestions for future research for data
720wrangling instructional designs in supporting collaborative inquiry in CSCL settings.

721Learning about the social meaning of data

722Our analysis of data wrangling practices revealed that these sociotechnical practices can
723contribute to learning about social meanings of data, which is an essential component of data
724science education (Boyd and Crawford 2012). For instance, both the practices of identifying
725data patterns and pursuing data surprises facilitated students’ exploration of social and
726historical events (e.g., Sage). Presenting youth with visible data trends could help them
727understand and discuss the socioeconomic context and significance of data patterns. It also
728shows the possibilities of integrating data wrangling practices into disciplines in social studies,
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729such as history, or broadening STEM inquiry with data to include learning about the larger
730scientific context. More research is needed to examine opportunities and challenges in
731adopting these data wrangling practices in different (inter)disciplinary contexts.
732In addition, our analysis revealed several conceptual challenges in data wrangling practices
733that need to be addressed for constructing stories that demonstrate the social meaning of data.
734One challenge is ensuring the understanding of statistical concepts, such as the difference
735between counts and rates, as well as the understanding of how to make a reasonable
736comparison, such as zooming two maps to the same level to set up comparisons. Another
737challenge is encouraging more data exploration when the current model does not correspond
738with family stories. In this case, students should be guided to discuss the reason about the lack
739of alignment, including missing data (Radinsky et al. 2014) and uncertainty in the data
740(Wilkerson and Laina 2018). Instructors can help participants engage in evaluating their model
741assumptions, which underlie decisions regarding approximations, and analyze different strat-
742egies to find alternative views of the data, or otherwise change the narrative associated with the
743data. In addition, students should be taught strategies to leverage visualizations for storytelling.
744For instance, students should be provided with opportunities to discuss how visualizations
745could be used in appropriate ways or to mislead the public, such as exaggerating the
746presentation of a real situation (Cairo 2019). Thus, identifying tools, materials, and activities
747to help students to critically interpret and create visualizations for storytelling with data is a
748fruitful area for future exploration.
749Furthermore, this study addresses tensions of confirming data presented in Enyedy and
750Mukhopadhyay’s (2007) study, in which youth used data to confirm pre-existing conclusions
751about the social or economic context without questioning the model. Our study demonstrates
752that the family migration context fostered the youth’s authority and agency (Tchounikine
7532019) over the data, and this produced both questions about and challenges to the data as well
754as the exploration of new models and stories. This finding has implications for designing
755learning activities with data in which youth have their own voices, even in collaborative
756settings, which was highlighted as an effective and important design principle for data science
757education by Wilkerson and Polman (2020). This builds on studies that have shown the
758importance of building a close relation between the self and digital artifacts (e.g., Jiang 2018;
759Philip et al. 2016). Additionally, while other instructional designs with these tools reduced the
760number of indicators available for exploration (e.g., Radinsky et al. 2014), we found that it was
761important to provide a rich and inclusive dataset to offer equitable learning opportunities in
762data wrangling. This finding suggests that future designs could pursue other personal contexts
763for data exploration, such as daily mobility datasets and personal healthcare data.
764Our findings demonstrate that some practices were more related to tool use (e.g., filtering
765data) while others were more evidenced in knowledge sharing (e.g., countering data). For
766instance, filtering data was often about finding oneself in the data (Rubel et al. 2017) through
767various selections while youth tended to express a personal experience or account that did not
768align with the data in conversations. This shed light on the design of collaborative data
769wrangling activities for co-constructing meaning making of data: We should carefully design
770the learning experiences that can help youth find, express, and (probably) narrate the self when
771working with others.
772The data visualization technologies, the presence of peers, and the design of family
773migration activity also afforded some specific practices. As an example, filtering data was
774usually afforded by both features of the technologies (e.g., zooming into neighborhoods where
775participants lived in Social Explorer) and the design of family migration activity (e.g.,
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776instructors encouraged participants to select a couple of places where family members lived).
777Also, there were scenarios in which participants selected countries (filtering data in
778Gapminder) that tablemates explored and shared. However, although the data wrangling
779practices and learning related to the practices were situated in a family narrative construction
780context in which youth used two interfaces (motion charts and web maps), we expect they
781would apply to other data wrangling contexts and learning with other data interfaces involving
782multimodal, multivariable dynamic representations (e.g., stacked graph and radar chart).
783Future studies can examine whether some practices (e.g., identifying data patterns) are more
784influenced by the tool affordances (e.g., bubble trail in Gapminder) while some practices (e.g.,
785pursuing data surprises) are more universal across data wrangling activity and interfaces. It
786would also be worthwhile to investigate how other data interfaces afford learning around the
787social meaning of data.

788Data wrangling as collaborative inquiry

789While each youth assembled their own family data storyline on an individual laptop, partic-
790ipants frequently interacted with others, including tablemates, who were often their siblings,
791and instructors. This interaction often occurred, when youth discovered data that they were
792personally connected to or when they encountered trouble (Davis et al. 2015) in data
793wrangling. In the following, we highlight the nature of knowledge sharing in data wrangling
794and discuss future directions for supporting collaborative inquiry.
795Our findings indicate that using personal contexts for data science activities could produce
796fruitful peer interactions. In addition to self-oriented interactions (i.e., sharing inferences or
797knowledge about their own data models or individual experiences), students should be guided
798to engage in what Stahl (2013) describes as transactive, peer-oriented interactions in which
799they provide constructive feedback to each other and “build on each other’s reasoning through
800the shared use of computer media” (p. 145). In data wrangling activity, one strategy to support
801this could be to present students with conflicting results from the same dataset but on different
802scales. Discussion about the conflicts could lead to in-depth understanding of data aggregation.
803Future research is needed to investigate how to support reasoning between personal experi-
804ences and aggregated data trends in more collaborative learning settings, such as data modeling
805activities designed for intergenerational families or teams of peers.
806The finding that trouble in interacting with data visualizations could lead to more or rich
807exchanges with others suggests that trouble in interaction is important to understand for
808supporting productive collaborative inquiry with digital interfaces (Davis et al. 2015). The
809trouble could come from the complexity of dealing with messy data (i.e., data with various
810indicators and datasets). Given that there were hundreds of indicators to choose from and some
811of them represented similar meanings, it is critical to help youth make sense of the differences
812and similarities between the social meaning of these indicators when constructing narratives.
813Collaborative inquiry with these indicators might make students’ understanding and misinter-
814pretations of these indicators visible to each other. Also, trouble could occur when youth
815encountered data that did not align with their initial understanding of why their families
816moved, which could lead to deeper inquiry with the appropriate support or feedback, as noted
817above. Missing data was another source of trouble in data wrangling, and instructors and
818participants’ collaborative efforts to address missing data involved multiple data wrangling
819practices. More research is needed to understand the sources of trouble and how or when to
820support repairing trouble in collaborative data wrangling activity.
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821Also, this study calls attention to the complexity of instructor support in the
822context of data wrangling. This finding aligns with results in other CSCL studies
823(e.g., Ingulfsen et al. 2018), which demonstrate that instructors should carefully
824address various data-related challenges that students might encounter. In addition,
825our analysis offers further insights that instructors can be co-inquirers with youth.
826While instructors provided guidance for participants to resolve data wrangling trouble,
827youth maintained agency and authority over the narrative, perhaps because of its
828personal nature. Also, instructors often did not know initially how to solve a data
829wrangling challenge that a youth encountered. This positioned them as genuine co-
830inquirers to explore possible solutions alongside them. For example, data approxima-
831tion was only one way to resolve missing data. Sometimes instructors were confused
832by the complexity of the interface, datasets, or names of indicators, as in Carter’s
833case, which was only resolved after work to repair intersubjectivity (Schegloff 1997).
834This finding indicates that when designing collaborative learning environments, re-
835searchers or practitioners should carefully define the role of the instructor in data
836wrangling in order to preserve youth agency in their learning.
837Moreover, the field of CSCL needs significant contributions of a variety of
838researchers who engage in designing effective instructional strategies and technolog-
839ical innovation to support peer interaction and group inquiry around the social
840meaning of data. In particular, in the case where the inquiry is of a personal nature,
841this study opens the door to needed conversations about how to leverage that youth
842tended to share inferences drawn from data related to “me” with others. Our study
843also illustrates that data wrangling could motivate rich discussions of social context,
844including decisions connected to one’s current and future experiences.
845Our suggestions for future research in supporting collaborative inquiry with aggre-
846gated data point to the limitations of our study. This study highlights the critical role
847of collaborators in helping students to assemble meaningful stories and models with
848aggregated data, but not all learning environments may be able to provide this level
849of support to students. Furthermore, our study provides insights into engaging students
850in knowledge sharing through designing personal relevant learning tasks with aggre-
851gated data. It is possible that these data wrangling practices might not emerge in
852contexts that have little connection with participants’ lives. Finally, this study fills a
853gap by delineating data wrangling challenges that students might encounter in data
854wrangling practice and suggesting that instructors should preserve students’ agency
855over narrative in collaborative inquiry. However, we expect that the challenges might
856be even more complex when students work in small groups to create data stories, and
857we encourage the CSCL field to further explore collaboration in data wrangling.
858In conclusion, our findings regarding data wrangling practices and learning related to these
859practices should be the starting point in research on designs for learning and instruction that
860promote modeling narratives with complex data visualization technologies. Understanding
861data wrangling practices can provide direction and design guidance to move students towards
862meaningful interactions with instructors, peers, datasets, and data visualization tools. In
863particular, we should design data-related activities that students can draw personal connections
864to and support collaborative inquiry in these activities. We believe that data technologies, and
865particularly those that aggregate large-scale, complex, or big data, are valuable instructional
866tools for offering authentic learning opportunities and sharing with others about important
867social and scientific issues.
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